MAKE UP
Why Mii?....Easy to choose, easy to use and easy to understand. Mii mineral make up gives you the
confidence to create a look that is uniquely, completely and unmistakably you.
We have a full range of products and no matter what your skin type or preferences, our highly
trained therapists can create a look for you.

TREAT Mii / 40 mins / £26.00
Indulge yourself for that special occasion. Whether a flawless elegant look for an evening out or a
perfectly natural finish for lunch with friends, we’ll create it for you..

TRUST Mii / 1 hour / £34.00*
New to wearing make up or stuck in a make up rut? We want to help you find your signature look
with Mii. In this make up lesson we can show you simple techniques, give you tips and helpful
hints that will give you the confidence to express yourself beautifully.

MINERAL Mii/ 15 mins / £11.00**
Minerals are the perfect choice for sensitive or problem skin or if you are just looking for a 100%
natural make up that produces beautiful results. We will show you how to apply and work mineral
powders to create flawless radiance

SHOW Mii / 15 mins / £11.00**
Name your dilemma and we will attempt to solve it. Whether you choose to focus on the perfect
base, blusher secrets, lipstick tricks or hints for the eyes. We can show you.

MINERAL Mii/ 15 mins / £11.00**
Minerals are the perfect choice for sensitive or problem skin or if you are just looking for a 100%
natural make up that produces beautiful results. We will show you how to apply and work mineral
powders to create flawless radiance

COMPLETE Mii / 15 mins / £11.00**
Enjoy a mini make over after a relaxing treatment. Perfect after a facial, this touch of cover and
colour for skin will leave you feeling ready to face the world.

*Cost of this treatment is redeemable against any four products purchased
**Cost of these treatments are redeemable against any two items purchased

